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ON THE RANDERS CHANGES OF FINSLER SPACES
WITH THE KROP1N쇼 TYPE OF DOUGLAS TYPE

Il-Yong Lee and Meong-Han Lee

1. Introduction

A Finsler space Fn with the vanishing Douglas tensor D is said to 
be of Douglas type or called a Douglas space ([3], [13]). It is known 
that if a Finsler space Fn is projective to a Berwald space, then Fn is 
of Douglas type ([2]). Recently, S. Bacso and M. Matsumoto([3]) have 
introduced the new notion of Douglas space as a generalization of a 
Berwald space from the viewpoint of geodesic equations.

A Finsler metric is called an (m,/3)-meinc, when L is a pos
itively homogeneous function L(q> /3) of degree one in two variables : 
。丁 = a13{x}y'ly3 and 1-form /3 = bz(x)yz. The theories of Finsler spaces 
with(Q,/?)-metric have contributed to the development ofvFinsler ge
ometry ([11]), and Berwald spaces with an (a,/3)-metric have been 
treated by some authors ([1], [7], [1 이). Since a Berwald space is a 
kind of Douglas spaces, the noteworthy point of the pre딩ent paper is 
to observe that, comparing with the condition of Berwald space, to 
what extent the condition of Douglas space relaxed. The (q, /?)-metric

0) satisfying L = (cia2 + C2/32)//3, where q's are constants, is 
called a Kropina type. Some properties of the Finsler metric L satisfy
ing the Kropina type have been investigated by ([2], [이).
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On the otiier hand, the Randers metric L = a + is considered 
as the modification of a Riemannian metric a by 1-form We can 
consider gene호ally the change of Finsler metric"L — L = L 노 p, where 
p is a 1-form. This change is called the Randers change by p.

In the present paper, first we are devoted to studying the general 
Randers change of the Finsler space Fn which is of Douglas type. Next, 
we deal with the condition for a Finsler space with the Kropina 
type to be of Douglas type. Next, we investigate the condition that 
the Finsler space F” with the Kropina type obtained from a special 
Randers change by (3 is also of Douglas type. Finally, in order to 
compare with the Douglas space, we find the condition for Fn to be a 
Berwald space.

Throughout the present paper the terminology and notation are 
referred to Matsumoto's monograph ([14]).

2. Preliminaries

The geodesics of a Finsler space Fn = (Mn,L) are given by the 
system of differential equations

^寿寸-，音矿+ 2{G%c,饥必 一 G”(:c,g)yz} = 0,寸=%
iLt/ xJbv (JLtf

hi a parameter t. The functions Gz (a?, y) are given by

2G弋Ly)=g“(寸如&・F —禹F) = 必俨，

where di = d/dx\ dz = d/dy1, F = L2/2, g13 (a?, y) are the inverse of 
Finsler metric g勺(:们 y) and {} are Christoffel symbols constructed 

from g%3 (x, y) with respect to xz.
A Finsler space Fn is said to be of Douglas type or called a Douglas 

space ([3]) if
I* =G*x,y)寸 一 GW机、成
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are homogeneous polynomials in (;') of degree three. It is shown that 
Fn is of Douglas type, if and only if the Douglas tensor

Dp 3k = G，p 此----却寸 + Gy* + Gjk^ + Gq«、)
n i- j-

vanishes everywhere, where Gzh3k =机Gj、is the /ii;-curvature tensor 
of the Berwald connection BT = (G財當 G；), GZ3 = G；笋 and G%此= 

稅乌([2]).
On the other handy P71 is said to have a프 (q, /?)-metric. if L is a pos

itively homogeneous function of (q,们 of degree one in a and /?, where 
o? = dzjand /3 = bz[x)yL. The space BJ1 = (Mn, a) is called 
the associated Riemannian space with Fn ([2], [6], [11]). In Rn we have 
the Christoffiel symbols 奇认访 and the covariant difEerentiation with, 
respect to %七(企).We shall use the symbols as follows:

7初=*0匕3 +S；) szj — 2 一 bj；；、

宙 3 = a2rsrj

It is noted that 喝
There are two kinds of Finsler spaces with an (a, /?)-metric which 

are specially interesting and important in the geometrical point of view 
as well as in applications to physics ;

Randers spaces with L = a + and the Kropina spaces with L = 
C曹月.

Those spaces of Douglas type have been considered in the previous 
paper ([3]):

Lemma 2.1. A Randers space is of Douglas type if and only if sZJ = 
0. Moreover 2GZ = %)% + rooyz/L.

It has been shown. ([7], [1 이) that a Randers space is a Berwald 
space, if and only if b勺=0. Therefore the condition in Lemma 2.1 is 
certainly more relaxed than that of Berwald space.

=^(0也 一
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Now we consider the functions G"% y) of Fn with an (a, ^)-metric.
According to ([8], [1이),they are written in the forms

where

2G"=，yo% + 23,

(2-1) B E i
B = ay

+ 智s" 쓰으이X-钢），

72 = b2O!2 一 伊｝ &2 = a?아)，虹

E =攀C*, 
L

厂率 _ 이3侦0(丄皿 — 2qS()1切) z _ ij h
~ 2(/?2£q + a^Laa) J ”

Since ^qzq = 伊勺* are homogeneous polynomials in (护)of de
gree two, we have :

Proposition 2.2. A Finsler space Fn with -metric is a Dou
glas space if and only tf =号寸 一 B3yz are homogeneous polyno
mials in (矿)of degree three.

Thus the equation (2.1) gives

（2.2） 砂 = 으흔搶樹 - 初） + 으盘으으-

Here, we shall state the following lemma for the later frequent use ([8]):

Lemma 2.3. If a2 =Q (mod(3)j that is, a%3 (x^y3 contains bz(x)y2 
as a factor^ then the dimension is equal to two and d2 vanishes.

In this case we have 6 = dt(x)yz satisfying o? = /36 and &伊=2.

Throughout the paper, we shall say homogeneous polynomial(s) in 
W) of degree "as hp(r) for brevities. Thus 7ozo are /枣(2) and, if the 
space is of Douglas type, then D勺 and are 噸(3).

O흐 the other hand, we consider the properties of Randers change 
by p. Let Lz = dzL^ LZ3 = dzdzL^ L* = dk,d3dzL. Then we have

L% —— L” LL幻h%，, L Lijk = hqglk； + /妇Hz + hk用13 •
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And we put

(2.3) 2风3 = I j 2F%3 = 4시 g —

where (|) denotes the 广covariant derivative with respect to the Cartan 
connection CT =(耳;七).

The following Lemma 2.4 ([13]) is used later.

Lemma 2:4. A system of linear equations

iq丁 =匕，{lT + pr}Xr =匕(Y^ = 0),

in Xz has the unique solution

X1 = LYl + -(X- LYrpr}V, T

where Y2 = gtrYr and r = LfL.

3. Randers change of Douglas type

In general, we are devoted to investigating the conditio교 that a 
Finsler space Fn, obtained from Randers change by p with respect 
to a Finsler space 玲,is of Douglas type. For a Randers change : 
L(h, y) 一＞ L(x, y) = L(x, y) + p(x, y), p(x, y) = p(x)zyz,

we may put

(3.1) g1 ^g^+D\

So G1^ = Gz3 + DzJ and Gg = G" + Dj服 where D%3 =如 Dz and 
Dj k；=瓦/)%. The tensors D\ D2j and are positively homoge
neous in yz of degree two, one and zero respectively. In the following 
the explicit form of Dz is necessary. To find this, we deal with equation 
Ltjjfc = 0, where Lzj^ is the /i-covariant derivative of LZJ = hZ3fL in 
Cr. Note that

dkLz：J = LzjrGr k + LrjFzr k + LtrF3r k-
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Si교ce '— •乙zj and hold,

L勺k == Lzjr(Grfc + Drk) + Lr3(Fzr一 k) + Ltr(F}rk + DJ— 
which imply

L^rDr + Lr3Dtr jc + LirD3r k = 0.
Thus transvection of this equation by yk yields
(3.2) 2Z/tjr79r 十 LrjDrz + LtrDr= 0.
Next, we deal with Lt^ = 0, that is,

街 LlIML+W

为瓦=Ltr{Gr3 + £)与)+ (Lr + pg\ + cArJ,

where cDzrg = Ftr一 Firk- Substitution of the equations above in 
d3Lz = d3Lt + d3px leads to

QjPx — PrF；J = LtrDrj +{lr + pr)"
Then we have
(3.3) d = LzrDr3 + L3rD\ + 2(Zr + pr) f

(3.4) 2F%3 = LzrDr — L 笋 DL.
Therefore (3.2) and (3.4) give
(3.5) LzrDr3 =恥 _ LljrDr
and transvection of (3.3) by y1 gives
(3.6) (Zr + pr}Dr3 = - LgrDr.
Furthermore transvection of (3.5) and (3.6) by y3 leads to
(3.7) (a) (b) (£ + =；风招寸.

厶

The equations (3.7)(a) and (3.7)(b) constitute a system of linear equa
tions respectively. Applying Lemma 2.5 to (3.7), we have
(3.8) Dl = LF\ + *(二既o - LFo)y\

where F%3 = gzrFr3 and F3 = prFr3,
Thus we have the following :
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Proposition 3.1. ([13]) The tensor Dz of (3.1) arising from a 
Randers change is given by (3.8).

From (3.1) and (3.8) we have

(3.9) * - = GV - G)y" + 一玲航.

Suppose Fn is a Douglas space, that is, GzyJ —G3y'1 be hp (3). Therefore 
the Randers change F of Fn by p is also a Douglas space if and only 
if L(F、y3 — 矿)is hp (3). Thus we have the following :

Theorem 3.2. Let Fn be a Douglas space and F" a Finsler space 
which is obtained by Randers change by p. Then Fn is a Douglas space 
if and only if IRF1侦卩—玲。矿)is hp (3).

From (3.9),百寸—G“以=Gzy3 — G3yz if and only if is 
symmetric in i and j. Thus we have the following :

Theorem 3.3. Let Fn be a Finsler space satisfying that FpW are 
symmetric in i, j? and Fn be the Randers change of Fn. If Fn is a 
Douglas space, then Fn is also a Douglas space, and vice versa.

The Randers changes are called projective Randers changes if all the 
geodesic curves are preserved under the Randers changes. According 
to Hashiguchi-Ichijyo ([5]), a Randers change is projective if and only 
if F%3 = 0, that is, pt is a locally gradient vector field. In this case,
(3.8) is reduced to Dz = E°oy亀/2L. Therefore we have Dzy，一D，y，= 0. 
Thus G1 y3 — G3yz = Gzy3 一 G3y%. Consequently, we have the following

Theorem 3.4. Let Fn(Mn, L)——> Fn(Afn,L + p) be a projective 
Randers change. If Fn is a Douglas space, then Fn is also a Douglas 
space^ and vice versa.
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4. Douglas space with a Kropina type

We consider a conditio효 for a Finsler space Fn with Kropina type 
satisfying

(4.1)
T Cl a2 + c2/?2
L =--- ----

to be of Douglas type. As it has been remarked in [4], &2 7^ 0 may be 
supposed for F2, and hence Lemma 2.4 shows a2 0 (mod月).Then 
from (4.1) we obtain

(4.2) (3La = 2<*我 俨Lq = S伊 一 cq% 阳《 = 2勿.

Thus (2.2) gives

ozj f C2/5 z , . 3 n , cxroo - c2/3s
寿 *=[芯佰。俨"曲)+ 心2

(사"') ( 2 2 、
+ {号(sW -吨护)+ 赫 w -曲)} •

Since the term

。邠/2勿)(妒曲’ 一 s%gz)+ ((C1r09 一 c2/?s0)/2cib2}(&V - b，寸、)

is /ip(3), this term may be neglected in our discussion and we deal only 
with

2
(4.4) * = 京 {읎附 - 曲) - (sV - 妒云)} .

It follows from a2 ^0 (mod/3) that (4.4) leads to

*(bW - b3 寸)一 sW + s% 护=",

where uzg = {x)yk. This can be written in the form

1
(4.5) 寥〈b®究+ s响)鼠+ s財竹)=屏，成+bh成, 
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where i/j denotes the interchange of indices i, j of the previous terms. 
Transvecting (4.5) by ahky we have

(4.6) &一 而)-2萨=bru^.

Next, tra끄svectioa of (4.5) by bh leads to

(4.7) 州H 一 i/j =由说 + bkbru^.

Further, contracting (4.5) by j = we get

(4.8) n (渤膈;-$[)=屏谟+物？.

Substituting of (4.6) in (4.7), we get

W说 = &넹 屁 +

which implies

— (n — l)s\ b^brU^ =扩踞 一

Consequently (4.8) leads to

(4・9) S^k； — 〜帝、J爲용k ― 眼;&)•

Then (4.4) gives
， a?

游侶寸―妒护)，

which is h/p(3).
Therefore we get (4.9) as a necessary and sufficient condition for Fn 

to be of Douglas type.
In particular, we shall deal with the two-dimensional Kropina type 

F2 to be of Douglas type. On account of [8], the skew-symmetric te표sor 
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s亀:j can be written as s勺=s[如V)— u3Vi) in the Berwald frame (u^v) 
of the associated Riemannian space 7?2. Since bz = (/?/a)nz + Bvz, we 
get 矿o = —sav1 and sz = (s/3/a)vt 一 esBuZJ where e is the signature 
of J?2. Thus

切踞—bkSt = + eB2^ s(uzVk _

Since B satisfies ejB2 + (/3/ai)2 = 62, above equation just coincides with
(4.9).

Therefore we have the following :
Theorem 4.1. A Kropma type Fn is of Douglas type 矿 and only if 

the equation in (牟9) is satisfied.

5. Douglas space with Kropina type 
by a special Randers change

_ In this section, we consider a condition for which a Finsler space 
F , obtained from a special Randers change by [3 of the Finsler metric 
L satisfying (4.1), is of Douglas type, where the modification 1-form 
P is coincided with. 0 of (4.1). Let Fn = (Afn,Z/) be a Finsler space 
which is obtained by Randers change of L satisfying
(5.1) 윽으!零迎. 繇.

p
Then we obtain
(5 2) /江 a = 2。皿 伊侦3 =(C2 + l)/32 — ci a2,四能=2ci,

2c1b2aC* = ciroo/3 - s0((c2 + l)/32 _ ci a2}.
Substituting (5.2) in (2.2), we have

B13 = ( 으。。二(C2 口)礎。(光尸 _ 5
2C1b2

*企3븨%。俨 - W
ZC1 丿 

2
+易｛箫附一如）一侶切-身即）｝ .

(5.3)
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Because the term

(ciroo - (c2 + l)/3s0 1 官 e (c2 + l)0/z ? 7t---------如帀-------财-"+ —/=一(S切-%

is 龙但(3))this term may be neglected in our discussion and we treat 
only

2
(5.4) 砂=京{舞寸一如)-&切-面)} •

For n > 2, a2 0 (nwd/3) ([3]). Therefore there exists hp(l) 
v13 = (x}yk such that

(5.5) 约(伊伊-吋)一 b2(sW 一 项)=说讪銘

This equation is written as follows:

(5 6) &{負踞馈+织品)_珀(％弗+，泌%)}

-S<： + s，W) + (s'展匕:+ s3k^h) = g■崂 + b域.

Transvection of (5.6) by ahk leads to

(5.7) (" 一 b細)一泌* = b2brv^.

Next, transvecting (5.6) by b气 we have

(5.8) (s収 + WQ -(妒策 + 而Q = b础 + b"谭.

Contraction of (5.6) with j and h leads to

(5.9) n^blsk - b%%) = b2 (brv^ 一 加即笋).

Substituting brv^ of (5.7) in (5.8), we have

b泌 =2次成+ <“細气-b’s上+ 忸-戒魄+ .(暨况一s七飯)
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which implies

w (n - 1) , , bz z
队 =―汞—s , brvk =卒踞 一 s

Consequently (5.9) leads to

(5.10) t? s 逍=bzs3 — b3sz.

Then (5.4) gives
砂=嘉($-叩)，

which is 魇)(3). Therefore (5.10) is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for Fn to be of Douglas type.

Thus we have the following :

Theorem 5.1. Let Fn be a Finsler space (n > 2) with an (a,/?)- 
metric L satisfying (3.1) and b2 丰 0. Suppose Fn is a Douglas space 
and Fn is a Finsler space which is obtained from a special Randers 
change of Fn(n > 2) by /3. Then Fn(n > 2) is also a Douglas space if 
and only if the equation (5.10) holds.

6. Berwald space with a Kropina type

In this section, in order to compare with 난xe Douglas space with 
respect to the Finsler space Fn with the Kropina type, we deal with a 
condition for which the Finsler space Fn satisfying (4.1) is a Berwald 
space.

Since BT ([15]) is L-metrical, the equation dzL — GktdkL = 0 is 
rewritten as follows:

(6.1) 氐乂財妒火=如 3 —

where = 이皿寸. In the following, the raising and lowering of indices 
are done by means of the Riemannian az3 (x). Substituting (4.2) in
(6.1) , we obtain

(6.2) 2处伙％气矿弘 +(C202 一 C1@2)(用％M — bj.^y3 = 0.
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Now, we assume that the Finlser space Fn with an (c& 月)-metric 
given by (4.1) is a Berwald space, that is, Gjk； is a functio교 of the 
position alone, or we have B3kz = B3kt(x\ Then the left-hand side 
of the above equation is a polynomial of order three in (捫 and, this 
guarantees the existence of function pz(rr) satisfying

(6.3.1) Bf 的k = 0Z(Z)(C202 - C1O!2),

(6.3.2) (b財-B"W = 2c由(圳3.

Usi교g yk = <^kiyl and differentiating (6.3.1) by ?/m and yny we get
(6.4) B：广g如(觀爲+留此B = pz(x)(c2bjbfc - 5吋乂此南+晚昧)•

Thus (6.4) is rewritten in the form

(6.5) Bm z^kn + Bn z시*m = 2pj(x)(C2&?n^n — •
By Christoffel processes with respect to 知 m, n to (6.5) we obtain

(6 6) Bm，z아cm ~Pz (^) — ^1 ^mn) + (。2如— Cl(，nz)
~ Pn(^)-

Transvecting (6.6) by an\ we have
z 、 BJkl =pjz)(c2如砂-ci号)+pj(x)(c2bkbt - ci瞭)
(6.7)

一甘(时(C2饥爲一 QOtj).

Differentiating (6.3.2) by yly we get

(6.8) 顷=与气眼+2c*z3)S.

Substituting (6.7) in (6.8), we obtain
(6 9) S,z =(c2fe2 + ci)0(对如 + (c2b2 - ci)%(游饥

' 一 PbgJ% — ClSj),

where = b^pk (x).
Conversely, if there exists a vector px(x) satisfying (6.9), then we 

have L = 0 with respect to GJ* = %% + 0?% where k is given 
by (6.7). Hence, by the well-known Hashiguchi-Ichijyo7s theorem (［이), 

the Finsler space is a Berwald space.
Thus we have the following :
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Theorem 6.1. Let Fn be the Finsler space with an (a, /3)-metric 
given by (4^1) and the Berwald connection BF = (G/加G%,0) given 
by (주、= + B%, G^k —，'计k + B". Then Fn is a Berwald space
if and only if there exists a covariant vector pz (a:) satisfying (6.9), and 
the Berwald connection is written as (%孫+旦/%, 70? +3()七” 0), where 
Bjk ewe given by (6.7).
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